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Have you ever wondered how your ‘06-15 NC Miata keeps from overheating?  When you look at the radiator 
outlet area, there is a very narrow middle section between the battery box and the air filter box to remove heat. 
And for the most part, this design works efficiently.  Reducing engine under the hood temperatures will improve 
overall engine performance.  Air conditioning will also improve when there is less heat radiating on the 
condenser coil. 
 
Our testing was conducted on two similar NC models at a local road racing track.  Temperatures were around 
85F degrees.  Both models had Racing Beat Header, TDR Header Shield and TDR Cold Air Intake setup.  Our 
second model included our engine control unit ECU relocation kit, battery relocation kit and removal of the 
restrictive panels covering the radiator outlet area.  During a 20 minute track session, coolant temperatures 
were monitored through the OBD2 port.  Results were an amazing 15F degree reduction in temperature.  The 
stock configuration ran around 200 F degree while the relocation setup, providing better airflow ran 185F 
degrees.  
 
Our relocation setup requires using an aftermarket cold air intake setup such as our highly efficient TDR silicone 
hose setup.  The TDR cold air setup is designed for simple removal of the air filter from the engine bay for 
cleaning.  No other kit is as efficient as ours.  Under the factory air filter box is the ECU mounted on top of the 
radiator. Our ECU relocation setup moves the ECU to the fuse box area, totally away from the heat.  Our battery 
relocation setup uses a smaller battery located to the fender frame area and includes a battery disconnect 
switch.  Having a battery disconnect switch helps keep a strong battery if you don’t drive your Miata every day.  
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Component Layout 
 

 
 

Tools Required 
 

 Power steering fluid 

 Metric wrench and sockets 

 11/16 in. wrench 

 7/16 in. wrench 

 Flathead and Phillips screwdrivers 

 Pliers 

 Hacksaw 

 Drill bit 3/16 in (5 mm) 

 Power drill 

 Upholstery fork tool 

 

 Wire cutters 

 Wire crimper 

 Wire strippers 

 Cigarette lighter 

 Soldering iron (opt.) 

 Paper towels 

 Small cup 

 Tape 

 Bungee cord 

 T-Square 
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STEP 1: Removal of Factory Components 
 
If you have not installed an aftermarket cold air setup then we will start with removing the factory components.  
This includes the air filter box and all of its components and the battery and battery box.  We will start with 
preparing for the ECU relocation setup and then move on to the battery relocation setup.  
 

1.1 Air Box Removal 
 
If you have not already upgraded your cold air intake setup, then removal of the factory air box is required as 
shown in Photo 1-1.  

 Disconnect the negative battery cable first and then the positive cable using a 10 mm wrench as shown 
in Photo 1-2. 

 

 The mass airflow MAF unit is held on by two Phillips screws as shown in Photo 1-3.  Disconnect the 
electrical connection to the MAF then unscrew the two Phillips screws.   
 

 Remove as shown in photo 1-4 and place in a safe place. 
 

  
Photo 1-1: Stock components to be removed Photo 1-2: Disconnect battery cable from the battery 

  
Photo 1-3: MAF sensor in housing Photo 1-4: MAF sensor removed from housing 

 
 Using a Phillips screwdriver, loosen the clamp to the hose attached to the MAF setup as shown in Photo 

1-5.   
 

 There are 2 latches on top of the air filter box as shown in Photo 1-6.  Release the 2 latches and then 
pull the top cover along with the air filter off the lower air box. 
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Photo 1-5: Intake hose removed from MAF housing Photo 1-6: Filter box unlatched 

  
Photo 1-7: Hardware removed from filter box Photo 1-8: Filter box removed from engine bay 

 
 The air box is mounted using two M6 nuts as shown in Photo 1-7.  Remove the two nuts using a 10 mm 

wrench.   
 

 Lift the bottom section of the air box out as shown in Photo 1-8. 

 

1.2 Engine Management ECU Removal 
 
The ECU metal cover has a couple of components attached that will be removed before removal of the ECU.  
Once the ECU is removed you will have access to removing the radiator cover. 

 
 Remove the ground strap using a 10 mm wrench as shown in Photo 1-9. 

 

 Remove the wiring harness that is attached to the ECU cover using a fork tool, screwdriver or pliers as 
shown in Photo 1-10.  You can cut these mounting tabs off if you prefer as we will not reuse. 
 

 The two main ECU harnesses are held in by a hinged latching device.  Up at the top the white latching 
clip is held in by a small tab.  Using a flathead screwdriver, pull the white clip over the tab as shown in 
Photos 1-10 and 1-11.  You can lift the white clip using the screwdriver from the front or the top and 
then hinge the clip down downward.  This will also push the plug out of the ECU mount. 
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Photo 1-9: Ground strap removed from ECU Photo 1-10: Harness removed from ECU 

  
Photo 1-11: Removing the clip from the ECU Photo 1-12: Clip pulled down and released from harness 

 
 Using a fork tool or screwdriver, remove the white harness mount as shown in Photo 1-13 and discard 

the mounting clip. 
 

 The radiator hose has a clamp mount that is attached to the ECU cover.  Using a flathead screwdriver, 
open the hose clamp as shown in Photo 1-14.  You can remove the hose clamp from the ECU top cover 
or leave it attached as we will not reuse the ECU cover. 
 

  
Photo 1-13: Harness unplugged from ECU Photo 1-14: Radiator hose mount 
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Photo 1-15: Four M6 nuts holding the ECU in place Photo 1-16: ECU removed from base 

 

 There are four M6 nuts holding the ECU and its cover as shown in Photo 1-15.  Using a 10 mm socket, 
remove the four M6 nuts. 
 

 Lift out the ECU and place on a bench as shown in Photo 1-16. 
 

 Remove the M6 nut at the top that attaches the radiator cover panel as shown in Photo 1-17. 
 

 Lift the radiator cover panel out as shown in Photo 1-18. 
 

 Remove the two M6 bolts to the ECU mount as shown in Photo 1-19 and remove bracket. 
 

 With the radiator cover and bracket removed, open area looks like Photo 1-20.  Notice the increase in 
the radiator opening increasing efficiency. 

 

  
Photo 1-17: Radiator cover top hardware Photo 1-18: Radiator cover to be removed 
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Photo 1-19: ECU mounting bracket Photo 1-20: ECU mount and radiator cover removed 

 

STEP 2: ECU Relocation Setup 
 
Our TDR ECU mount is designed to mount the ECU next to the fuse box out of the potential heat from the 
radiator.  The ECU mount is made of anodized aluminum and includes venting for added cooling.  The ECU 
used a vent to bring cool air to the terminals, you can see the air vent in Photo 1-20.  We included an air diffuser 
to use the airflow to add additional cooling to the ECU.  Our kit is designed to move the power steering reservoir 
onto the new ECU mount. 

 

 
 

2.1 ECU Mount Installation 
 
The ECU bracket comes with M6 captive nuts so attaching the ECU only requires bolting into place.   
 

 Mount the ECU so the metal surface is against the aluminum bracket as shown in Photo 2-1. 
 

 Use the four M6 x 20 bolts and tighten using an M10 wrench as shown in Photo 2-2. 
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Photo 2-1: ECU  mounted to bracket Photo 2-2: ECU mounted in position on the bracket 

  
Photo 2-3: Hole to be covered Photo 2-4: Hole covered 

 

 There are 2 mounting bolts that hold the ECU bracket to the frame.  Each uses a spacer under the 
mount.  Potentially the spacer could drop in the frame hole as shown in Photo 2-3.  To prevent this, use 
some tape to cover the large hole as shown in Photo 2-4. Be sure to not cover the threaded hole. 
 

 Install the M6x25 bolt with the 1/4” (6 mm) nylon spacer under the bracket as shown in Photos 2-5 and 
2-6. 

 

  
Photo 2-5: Mounting bolt in bracket Photo 2-6: Mounting bolt and spacer 
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Photo 2-7: Bracket mounted with mounting bolt & spacers Photo 2-8: Ground strap removed for relocation 

 

 Install the first bolt lose so you have enough play in the bracket to install the second bolt and spacer.  
Mount the M6x25 bolt with the spacer as shown in Photo 2-7.  Tighten both bolts using a 10 mm socket. 

 

 The ground wire in Photo 2-8 requires relocating under the harness to lengthen the cable.  Loosen the 
ground in the fuse box and then place the ground strap under the harness as shown in Photo 2-9.  
Reinstall the ground strap mounting bolt in the fuse box.  
 

 Install the ground strap as shown in Photo 2-10 using an M6x12 bolt. 
 

 Reinstall the harness connectors back into the ECU as shown in Photo 2-11.  Each harness has a 
designated connection.  Press in the connector and then rotate the white clip until it locks. 

 

  
Photo 2-9: relocated under harness Photo 2-10: Ground strap installed on mounting plate 

 

2.2 Air Deflector Installation    

 
Although the ECU is now in a much cooler environment, we have made an air deflector to add additional 
cooling.  The air vent was there, why not use it.  The photos shown are with the power steering P/S reservoir 
relocated onto the ECU bracket.  If you are not going to install the battery relocation kit you can leave the P/S 
reservoir in the stock location.  The air deflector will be installed using 4 small tie-wraps drilled through the air 
vent using a 3/16 in. (5 mm) drill bit. 
 

 The air vent as shown in Photo 2-12 will be used with our deflector. 
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Photo 2-11: ECU harness plugs reinstalled Photo 2-12: Cooling vent for ECU 

 

 Peel the foam off the air outlet as shown in Photo 2-13.   
 

 Photo 2-14 shows the air deflector holes and location to be marked on the air vent for drilling. 
 

 Using a 3/16 in. (5 mm) drill bit, drill a hole in the air vent that matches up the end hole of the air 
deflector as shown in Photos 2-15 and 2-16. 

 

  
Photo 2-13: Foam peeled off air outlet Photo 2-14: Air deflector holes for mounting 

  
Photo 2-15: Drilling into air vent Photo 2-16: First hole drilled into air vent 
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Photo 2-17: Side holes drilled Photo 2-18: Tie-wrap installed closest to engine first 

 

 Using the air deflector as your guide, mark the two side positions and drill the two holes as shown in 
Photo 2-17. 

 

 Install one of the small tie-wraps supplied in the hole on the engine first as shown in Photo 2-18.  Leave 
loose until all 3 tie-wraps are installed. 
 

 Add the second tie-wrap to the side mount and leave loose as shown in Photo 2-19. 
 

  
Photo 2-19: Tie-wrap installed on other side  Photo 2-20: Front tie-wrap installed 

  
Photo 2-21: Tie-wraps tied down on the air deflector Photo 2-22:  Tie-wrap installed on top of the air deflector 
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 Install the third tie-wrap as shown in Photo 2-20. 
 

 Hold the air deflector in position and tighten down all three tie-wraps as shown in Photo 2-20. 
 

 Cut off the ends of the tie-wrap as shown in Photo 2-21. 
 

 Install one of the larger tie-wraps supplied into the upper hole of the air deflector and the ECU upper 
vent opening as shown in Photo 2-22. 

 

 While holding the air deflector in position, tighten the tie-wrap as shown in Photo 2-23.  Cut off the tie-
wrap end when complete. 

 

 Reinstall your cold air intake setup.  Photo 2-24 shows our TDR cold air intake setup. 
 

 Using our battery relocation kit opens an equal amount of airflow where the battery is located.  
 

  
Photo 2-23: Tie-wrap tied down Photo 2-24: Intake setup installed 

 

2.3 Removing Chassis Studs 
 
There are three M6 studs protruding out of the chassis brace that held in the factory air box and radiator cover.  
You most likely will not ever reinstall the factory air box or move the ECU back to the radiator position.  You can 
remove the studs to clean up the packaging. 
 

 Install an M6 nut that you will throw away afterwards and thread it onto the stud to cut as shown in 
Photo 2-26.  Use this as a guide so you don’t scratch the paint on the chassis brace. 
 

 Best using a single blade hacksaw, cut the stud on the surface of the M6 nut as shown in Photo 2-27.  
Install a cup under the cutting area to reduce metal shavings. 
 

 When complete, reinstall the original M6 nuts over the cut studs as shown in Photo 2-28.  This helps the 
appearance considerably. 
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Photo 2-25: Studs left from the air box setup Photo 2-26: Nut installed as guide to cut stud 

  
Photo 2-27: Cup to catch metal shavings Photo 2-28: M6 nuts reinstalled over studs 
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STEP 3: Power Steering Reservoir Modification  
 
If you are installing our new battery relocation setup, then the power steering reservoir will be relocated onto the 
new ECU mounting bracket. 
 

 
 
3.1 Battery Removal 
 
The power steering reservoir relocation requires the lower hose to be replaced.  Access to the hose location is 
under the battery area.   

 

 If you have not already disconnected the battery cable do so at this time starting with the negative post 
first as shown in Photo 3-1.  Remove the battery and place in a safe area. 
 

 The battery box is made up of 2 sections as shown in Photo 3-2. 
 

  
Photo 3-1: Battery cables and brace to be removed Photo 3-2: Battery case to be removed 
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 Remove the ground strap fitting that is attached to the battery box using a fork tool or screwdriver as 
shown in Photo 3-3. 
 

 Once the ground cable is released, lift the battery upper box out as shown in Photo 3-4. 
 

 The battery box base is attached with M6 bolts.  Using an M8 socket wrench and remove the base as 
shown in Photo 3-5. 

 

  
Photo 3-3: Battery case upper section hardware removed Photo 3-4: Battery case upper section removed 

  
Photo 3-5: Battery base to be removed Photo 3-6: Radiator reservoir  

 
3.2 Power Steering Reservoir Removal 
 
The radiator reservoir needs to be removed for access to the power steering reservoir lower hose. 
 

 Remove the M6 nut and 2 bolts holding the radiator reservoir to the chassis as shown in Photo 3-6. 
 

 Use a bungie cord or other means to pull the radiator reservoir toward the engine as shown in Photo 3-
7. 

 

 Using a pair of pliers, remove the spring clamp from the P/S upper hose where it attaches to the pump 
as shown in Photo 3-8.  Pull the hose from the hard line.  Be sure to place a cup under the hose as oil 
will pour out.  Also be sure to have paper towels close by. 
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Photo 3-7: Radiator reservoir bungeed toward the engine Photo 3-8: Upper P/S hose removed from pump 

 

 The lower hose has a plastic twist clamp midway as shown in Photo 3-9.  Use a flathead screwdriver or 
use your fingernail and open the clamp, we will not reuse the clamp. 
 

 Remove the two M6 bolts from the P/S reservoir mounted to the chassis as shown in Photo 3-10. 
 

 With the cap still on the reservoir, drain the P/S oil from the upper hose fitting as shown in Photo 3-11. 
 

  
Photo 3-9: Lower P/S hose attachment points Photo 3-10: P/S reservoir mounting bolts 

  
Photo 3-11: P/S reservoir drained into a cup Photo 3-12: P/S reservoir lower hose to be removed 
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Photo 3-13: Lower hose drain into cup Photo 3-14: P/S reservoir emptied into cup 

 

 Remove the spring clamp from the lower hose of the reservoir as shown in Photo 3-12. 
 

 Remove the hose from the reservoir and drain into a container as shown in Photo 3-13.  Have paper 
towels ready for dripping as you pull the hose loose. 
 

 Drain the remaining oil from the reservoir into the container as shown in Photo 3-14. 

 
3.3 Installing Reservoir Hoses 

 
Both the upper and lower hoses on the reservoir will be replaced. 
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 Remove the spring clamp from the lower hose as shown in Photo 3-15. 
 

 The hose can be tough to remove from the piping.  Use a pair of pliers and twist the hose off as shown 
in Photo 3-16. 
 

 When the lower hose is removed there will be oil left in the hose that could not be drained out 
completely.  Keep a towel close by as you pull the hose loose as shown in Photo 3-17. 

 

 Install the new lower hose onto the reservoir with a pipe clamp as shown in Photo 3-18.  Press onto the 
reservoir fitting a minimum of 1 in. (25 mm).  Tighten the clamp when complete. 

 

  
Photo 3-15: Lower hose clamp removed from tube Photo 3-16: Pliers used to remove hose 

  
Photo 3-17: Lower hose removed  Photo 3-18: New lower hose attached to reservoir  

 

 Using the two M6x16 bolts included, bolt down the P/S reservoir to the ECU mount as shown in Photo 
3-19.  The reservoir has a guide pin on the left side.  Place the reservoir in the guide hole and then align 
the bolt holes. 
 

 Route the lower hose above the fan as shown in Photo 3-20.  
 

 Cut the hose to length where it will attach to the hard line as shown in Photo 3-20.  Use your wire 
cutters or other means to cut the rubber hose.  

 

 Install a small pipe clamp before installing the hose.  The lower hose is a tight fit.  Add some grease or 
P/S oil to the hose and press on to the hard line.  Using a pair of pliers may help to push the hose onto 
the hard line as shown in Photo 3-21.  Push onto the hard line a minimum of 1 in. (25 mm). 
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Photo 3-19: Reservoir attached to ECU bracket Photo 3-20: New lower hose laid out and cut to length 

 

 Tighten the clamp onto the lower hose as shown in Photo 3-22. 
 

 The top hose uses a preformed silicone hose.  Install the two larger clamps onto the upper hose and 
then slide on to the two fittings as shown in Photo 3-23.  Tighten the clamps when complete. 
 

 Reinstall the radiator reservoir to the chassis using the bolts that were removed as shown in Photo 3-24. 
 

  
Photo 3-21: Lower hose attached to piping Photo 3-22: Pipe clamp attached to lower hose 

  
Photo 3-23: Upper hose installed with clamps Photo 3-24: Radiator reservoir reinstalled 
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STEP 4: Washer Bottle Relocation 
 
The windshield washer bottle requires relocation toward the firewall using the new bracket supplied.  The wiring 
harness for the washer pump will require extending as well. 
 

 
 

4.1 Relocating the Washer Bottle 
 
The washer bottle will be relocated toward the engine bay and attached to the fender area.   
 

 Using a fork tool or pliers, remove the two harness mounting tabs on top of the washer bottle as shown 
in Photo 4-1.  

 

 Unplug the washer pump harness from the pump as shown in Photo 4-2. 
 

  
Photo 4-1: Harness removed from washer bottle Photo 4-2: Washer pump unplugged 
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Photo 4-3: Washer bottle hardware to be removed Photo 4-4: Washer bottle removed from fender area 

 

 The washer bottle is attached by one bolt and one nut as shown in Photo 4-3.  Remove using a 10 mm 
socket. 
 

 Remove the washer bottle, but leave the washer hose and pump attached as shown in Photo 4-4.   
 

 Remove the plastic clamp from the washer hose and the fender as shown in Photo 4-5, we will not 
reuse this clamp. 
 

 On the fender there is a M6 bolt with a ground strap as shown in Photo 4-6.  We will install the washer 
bottle to this new location.  Remove the M6 bolt use a 10 mm wrench. 

 

  
Photo 4-5: Washer hose fender clamp to be removed Photo 4-6: Washer bottle mounting location at ground wire  

 

 Install the new washer bottle bracket below the mounting tabs on the washer bottle using the M6x20 
bolt bolts and nuts supplied as shown in Photo 4-7. 
 

 For appearance, but not necessary, cut the harness tabs off the washer bottle use a single blade 
hacksaw or other means as shown in Photos 4-8 and 4-9.  You can use a file afterwards to clean up the 
cut if necessary. 
 

 Photo 4-10 shows the washer bottle installed with the harness tabs removed. 
 

 Locate the washer hose around the washer bottle area. 
 

 Install the M6x20 bolt and ground strap into the washer bottle bracket as shown in Photo 4-11. 
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Photo 4-7: New mount bracket installed on washer bottle Photo 4-8: Washer bottler mounting tab cut off 

  
Photo 4-9: Washer bottler mounting tab cut off Photo 4-10: Washer bottle mounted in new location 

 

4.2 Washer Bottle Pump Harness Extension 
 
The washer bottle pump harness will be extended using the included wiring, connectors and spiral tubing.   
 

 Remove 4 in. (100 mm) of the vinyl sleeving from the washer pump harness using a razor blade to split 
open as shown in Photo 4-12. 

 

  
Photo 4-11: Ground strap installed with new bracket Photo 4-12: Harness sleeve cut and pulled back 
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Photo 4-13: Harness extension wires soldered Photo 4-14: Tabs to be cut off 

 

 Cut the harness about 3 in. (76 mm) from the plug.   
 

 It works best if you will install the extension wires to the plug first.  Next plug in the harness into the 
washer pump and stretch the extension wires over to the harness that was cut.  Cut the extension wire 
as required. 
 

 Butt connectors are included to simplify installation or you can solder the wires as shown in Photo 4-13. 
Apply shrink tubing over the jointed wires. 
 

 Solder or crimp the black wire of the extension to the black wire and green wire of the extension to the 
green wire of the factory harness. 
 

 There were push on tabs on the harness when it was connected to the washer bottle as seen in Photo 
4-14.  You will not use these so cut them off the harness. 
 

 After soldering or crimping the extension wire, install the spiral sleeving over the extension harness as 
shown in Photo 4-15.  You can use electrical tape on the ends to complete the covering and keep the 
sleeving from sliding if you prefer. 
 

 Attach the Washer pump connector back in as shown in Photo 4-16.  Tie-wrap the harness to the brake 
lines as seen in Photo 4-15.  

 

  
Photo 4-15: Spiral tubing installed over harness extension Photo 4-16: Harness extension installed on washer pump 
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STEP 5: Small Battery Installation 
 
Opening the radiator area to increase efficiency requires relocating the battery to the fender chassis area.  We 
offer two smaller battery setups.  The smallest and lightest battery does not have as much holding capacity.  
The constant minimal battery drain of the ECU reduces battery standby therefore suggest using the kill switch. 
Our second battery option uses the 90-05 Miata battery.  Although it is larger and heavier than our smallest 
battery option, it is lighter than the NC battery and has similar maintenance battery life.  See STEP 6 for Large 
Battery Installation. 
 
We have added a kill switch (battery disconnect) to our TDR setup.  If you will disconnect the battery when you 
think you will not use the car for a short period, the battery will hold its charge for about 30 days.  On a security 
note, you can remove the kill switch key and reduce the possibility of your car being stolen.   
 
The lighter battery option we use comes from O’Reilly Auto Parts, PN: ETX20LBS.  The battery is rated at 270 
CCA which starts the Miata engine just fine.  Weight is light at only 11.2 lbs. due to the internal construction.  
AGM batteries use glass cloth instead of all lead cells type batteries therefore lighter construction. The battery is 
considered a Sport battery meaning it is used in vehicles like snow mobiles, tractors, ATV’s and personal water 
crafts. 
 

  
 
 

5.1 Battery Mount Instructions: SMALL BATTERY 
  
It’s always recommended to charge the battery overnight before using. We will drill two holes in the chassis for 
the J-mounts that will hold the battery in place. 
 

 The battery center is about 3.5 in (89 mm).  Using a measuring tool and a contrasting marker, measure 
from the gusset panel as shown in Photo 5-1. You can also use masking tape and a pen. 
 

 Using a T-square, setup so you can make a mark across from the first make as shown in Photo 5-2. 
 

 If necessary, use a punch before drilling.  Using a 1/4 in. (5 mm) drill bit, drill the hole as shown in Photo 
5-2. 
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Photo 5-1: T-square used to center mounting holes Photo 5-2: Drill mounting hole on fender side mounting 

  
Photo 5-3: Mounting hole marked for inside mounting Photo 5-4: Hole drilled for inside mounting 

 

 Punch a pilot and then drill the inside hole as shown in Photos 5-3 and 5-4. 
 

 There are two J-Mounts, install the shorter unit on the fender side as shown in Photo 5-5. 
 

 Install the longer J-Mount on the mounting hole as shown in Photo 5-6.  
 

 Lay the rubber pad as shown in Photo 5-5 with the sides coming up about a 1/2 in. (12 mm). 
 

  
Photo 5-5: Rubber pad installed with outside J-Mount Photo 5-6: Inside J-Mount installed 
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Photo 5-7: Battery post and hardware Photo 5-8: Battery post installed on positive terminal 

 

 Lay the battery in position with the battery terminals toward the engine. As shown in Photo 5-8. 
 

 Locate the brass battery post and M6 x 20 Allen bolt as shown in Photo 5-7.  The battery came with M6 
bolts and square shaped nuts.  You will use the square nut only along with the Allen bolt to secure the 
brass post to the Positive post as shown in Photo 5-8.   
 

 Locate the short battery cable with the small fitting on one end and large fitting on the other end.  
Connect the small fitting to the Negative post using the M6 bolt and square nut that came with the 
battery. Mount with the cable out the side as shown in Photo 5-9.   
 

 Remove the factory ground wire connected to the engine and chassis as shown in Photo 5-10. 
 

  
Photo 5-9: Battery cable small end installed to negative 
terminal. Large end goes to switch 

Photo 5-10: Factory ground strap removed, not used 

 

 Locate the short battery cable with the small fitting on both ends and the long battery cable.  Attach both 
cables to the engine ground post using the existing M6 bolt as shown in Photo 5-11. 
 

 Use the M6 bolt that held the factory ground wire to the chassis and bolt the new short cable to the new 
chassis location as shown in Photo 5-12. 
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Photo 5-11: Ground strap top mount installed Photo 5-12: Ground wire installed to chassis 

 

 Locate the two M5 x 20 Allen bolts and nuts.  Install the kill switch on the battery mount with the key 
toward the front as shown in Photo 5-13. 
 

 Loosen the two nuts from the kill switch using an 17 mm wrench as shown in Photo 5-14.   
 

 Install the shorter battery cable from the battery post to the kill switch as shown in Photo 5-15. Best to 
mount the cable on the terminal facing the front. 

 

  
Photo 5-13: Kill switch installed in battery mount Photo 5-14: Battery cable installed in proper position 

  
Photo 5-15: Negative battery cable attached to kill switch Photo 5-16: Acorn nut and washer used on battery bracket 
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 Mount the longer ground cable to the other terminal of the kill switch.  Install at a slight angle as shown 
in Photo 5-15.   
 

 Tighten both ground cables using the 11/16 in. wrench. 
 

 Lay the battery top mount on the battery and feed both J-hooks up through the holes as shown in Photo 
5-16. 
 

 Install the acorn nut and washer as shown in Photo 5-16.   
 

 Tighten down the top mount using a 7/16 in. wrench as shown in Photo 5-17.  Tighten each corner 
equally until the battery does not move.  No need to overtighten. 
 

 NOTE: Before installing the positive cable, turn the kill switch to the off position, key will remove in the 
off position.  This will remove the negative voltage side of the battery, so you want accidently ground the 
positive while tightening.  Install the positive battery cable to the battery post and tighten using a 10 mm 
wrench as shown in Photo 5-18.  Install the red protective boot. 
 

 Use tie-wraps and tie up the cables and harness to complete the installation. 
 

 

  
Photo 5-17: Acorn nuts tightened using a 7/16 in. wrench Photo 5-18: Positive cable attached to battery post 
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STEP 6: Large Battery Components 
 

 
 
 

6.1 Battery Mount Instructions 
 
It’s always recommended to charge the battery overnight before using. We will drill one hole in the chassis for 
the J-Mount that will hold the battery support on the right side. 
 

 Using a measuring tool and a contrasting marker, measure from the gusset panel as shown in Photo 6-
1. You can also use masking tape and a pen. 
 

 If necessary, use a punch before drilling.  Using a 1/4 in. (5 mm) drill bit, drill the hole as shown in Photo 
6-2. 

 
 

  
Photo 6-1: J-Mount hole measurement Photo 6-2: Drill hole for J-Mount 
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 Clean the frame area of any metal shavings, dirt and oil. 
 

 Remove the sticky tape backing as shown in Photo 6-3. 
 

 Stick the pad on the frame as shown in Photo 6-4. 
 
 

  
Photo 6-3: Sticky tape removal on battery pad Photo 6-4: Battery pad attached to frame 

 
 

 Remove the factory ground wire connected to the engine and chassis as shown in Photo 6-5. 
 

 Locate the short battery cable with the small fitting on both ends and the long battery cable.  Attach both 
cables to the engine ground post using the existing M6 bolt as shown in Photo 6-6. 

 
 

  
Photo 6-5: Factory ground strap removed, not used Photo 6-6: Ground cables mounted to engine 
 
 

 The left side battery mount will attach to the factory captive nut holes on the cross member.  Attach the 
battery mount using the M6 x 16 mm bolts supplied as shown in Photo 6-7. 
 

 Install the ground straps to the mounting bolt at the rear position as shown in Photo 6-8. 
 

 Insert the J-Mount into the drilled hole as shown in Photo 6-9. 
 

 Position battery onto the frame area with the post inwards as shown in Photo 6-10 
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Photo 6-7: Left side Mount attached to cross member Photo 6-8: Ground cables attached to mount 

  
Photo 6-9: J-Mount installed on frame Photo 6-10: Battery in position 

 

 Attach the kill switch to the top mount using the M5 x 20 mm Allen bolts and nuts as shown in Photo 6-
11. 

 

 Attach the long ground cable and the battery post cable to the kill switch using a 17 mm wrench or other 
method as shown in Photo 6-12.  Hold the top Mount for several and tighten.  Check position of the 
ground cables after attaching for good clearance and position toward the front of the car.  

 
 

  
Photo 6-11: Kill switch attached to top mount Photo 6-12: Ground cables attached to kill switch 
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 Attach the positive cab to the battery post as shown in Photo 6-13. 
 

 Using a pair of scissors, cut the red battery post boot as required to make a good fit as shown in Photos 
6-14 and 6-15. 
 

 Place the top battery mount over the battery.  Attach over the inside bracket and install the M6 x 16 bolt 
and nut as shown in Photo 6-16. 
 

 

  
Photo 6-13: Positive battery post attached Photo 6-14: Protective boot cut with scissors 

  
Photo 6-15: Protective boot in position Photo 6-16: Inside mounting complete with bolt and nut 

 

 With the J-Mount coming up into the top mount, attach the ¼ x 20 Acorn nut and washer as shown in 
Photo 6-17.  Unfortunately, we were not able to locate metric thread J-Mount brackets.  This nut 
requires a 7/16 wrench. 
 

 Attach the ground cable to the negative battery post using a 10 mm wrench as shown in Photo 6-18.  
The mount came with an ASE threaded bolt, but we included an M6 mm bolt instead.  This bolt may turn 
when you tighten so a wrench maybe required to hold both ends.  
 

 When complete the battery mounting looks like Photo 6-18. 
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Photo 6-17: Top Mount attached to J-Mount  Photo 6-18: Complete battery mounting 

 
 

 When the battery kill switch is in the off position, you will not have any electrical equipment including 
security system to drain power.  It is not uncommon to see 30 days or longer with no power drainage on 
the battery maintain a strong 12 volts ready to start your engine. 
 

 If you have a keyless entry, you will need to use your key to open the door, release the hood latch and 
turn the kill switch on.  
 

 Your radio stations and tone settings will be set back to default.  Most people listen to one or two 
stations, so resetting is quick and simple. 
 

 If you have ABS, traction control and or stability control your indicting lights will be lit when you start the 
car.  Once you drive the car a short distance, you can turn the car off and restart.  This will reset the 
lights. 
 

 Enjoy the additional performance you will see from having a cooler engine and under the hood 
temperatures. 

 
We hope you will be pleased with our product.  If at any time you need assistance, please contact us by phone 
or email us at support@trackdogracing.com. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

mailto:support@trackdogracing.com
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NC Components List 
     Small Battery Relocation Components 

    Check Qty Part Number Description 

  1 ETX20L Battery 310 CCA (Small Battery Application) 

  1 PAD-4-8 Battery pad 4 " x 8 " with adhesive 

  1 BAT-POST Brass battery post 

  1 M6-20-ALLEN M6 x 20 Allen bolt for battery post 

  2 M5-20-ALLEN M5 x 20 Allen bolt for kill switch 

  2 M5-NUT M5 nut for kill switch 

  1 BAT-DISC-SWCH Battery disconnect switch 87002 

  1 J-HOOK-6 1/2 6 1/2" long battery tie-down 

  1 J-HOOK-7 3/8 7 3/8" long battery tie-down 

  2 M6-WASHER Small M6 washer 

  2 1/4"-ACORN-NUT 1/4" x 20 Acorn nut 

  1 BAT-BRKT-SML Battery bracket-one piece 

  1 CABLE-11-S/S Cable 11" with small / small terminals 

  1 CABLE-11-S/L Cable 11" with small / large terminals 

  1 CABLE-26-S/L Cable 11" with small / large terminals 

    Large Battery Relocation Components 

    Check Qty Part Number Description 

  1 MIATA-BATTERY 
Battery 400 CCA (Large Battery Application) 90-05 
Model 

  1 PAD-4-8 Battery pad 4 " x 8 " with adhesive 

  3 M6-16-BOLT M6 x 16 Bolt  

  1 M6-NUT M6 nut 

  2 M5-20-ALLEN M5 x 20 Allen bolt for kill switch 

  2 M5-NUT M5 nut for kill switch 

  1 BAT-DISC-SWCH Battery disconnect switch 87002 

  1 J-HOOK-6 7/8 6 7/8" long battery tie-down 

  1 M6-WASHER Small M6 washer 

  1 1/4"-ACORN-NUT 1/4" x 20 Acorn nut 

  2 BAT-BRKT-LRG Battery bracket-two piece 

  1 CABLE-11-S/S Cable 11" with small / small terminals 

  1 CABLE-15-POST Cable 15" with Post mount 

  1 CABLE-26-S/L Cable 11" with small / large terminals 

     
ECU Relocation 
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Components 

    Check Qty Part Number Description 

  1 ECU-BRKT ECU relocation mount 

  1 AIR-DEFLECTOR Air deflector Shop-Vac 90678 

  10 TIE-WRAP-LONG Tie-wraps long 

  4 TIE-WRAP-SHORT Tie-wraps short 

  6 M6-25-BOLT M6 x 25 bolt (4) ECU mount, (2) bracket mount 

  2 SPACER-1/4" 1/4" black plastic spacers 

  2 M6-16-BOLT M6 x 16 bolt 

  1 M6-12-BOLT M6 x 12 bolt 

    
Power Steering Relocation Components 

    Check Qty Part Number Description 

  1 HOSE-H019 Silicone hose upper reservoir 

  1 HOSE-3/8-24 Rubber fuel hose 3/8" D x 24" L 

  2 CLAMP-6 Pipe clamp size 6 lower hose 

  2 CLAMP-10 Pipe clamp size 10 upper hose 

    
Washer Bottle Relocation Components 

    Check Qty Part Number Description 

  1 WB-BRKT Washer bottle bracket 

  1 SPIRAL-18 1/4" x 18" spiral sleeving 

  1 WIRE-24" 24" black and green wire 

  4 CRIMP-BUTT-RED Red crimp connectors 

  2 SHRINK-1/2"-4" 1/2" x 4" shrink tubing 

  1 SHRINK-3/16"-6" 3/16" X 6" shrink tubing 

  3 M6-20-BOLT M6 x 20 bolt 

  2 M6-NUT M6 nut 

     


